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WESTENDORF
Built with the most cutting-edge technology and packed with all of the latest
features, the Freedom Mount series is the best of the best in the loader
industry. It’s 16 BIG Advantages put the Freedom Mount in a
class by itself - no one else can match up!

Giving you the FREEDOM to
Choose a Better Loader
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All Included in Loader Package:

Westendorf loaders are known
for their many advantages - but
the proof is in their performance.
A Westendorf will do everything
you want a loader to do, and
more. Manuever better! Load
more! Dump higher! Work
faster! The styling of Max not
only has an undeniable WOW
factor, but the intelligent design
offers unsurpassed quality,
performance and strength.
Change attachments with a push
of a button. It’s so easy, you’ll
always use the right tool for the
job.
Enjoy the freedom of mounting
the Max loader from the comfort
of your cab. No stands. No time.
No tools. No pins required. The
solid mount bracket system
simply rotates over the tower,
self-locking the loader in place. It
is
a
self-aligning
and
self-tightening system; the more
you use the loaer the tighter the
connection becomes.
Hook up hydraulics AND
electronics with one, easy-tooperate handle. The Flat Face
Hydra-Snap keeps the connections clean with the built-in dust
cover, and the parking plate
provides convenient storage too.

The loader fits properly with the
bucket close and arms that
compliment the tractor’s hood
contour.
Keep fenders on most tractor
models with optimum row
settings to maximize your turning
and oscillation ability.
Max has hidden hydraulic hoses
routed inside the arms and
positioned behind a sculptured
jacket to protect the lines with
style.
Hiding the hoses not only
suppresses wear, but allows for
unencumbered visibility that no
other loader comes closer to
offering.
Smart-Pac
cylinders
are
exclusive to Westendorf and
don’t have any external hoses,
lines or fittings for a cleaner
appearance and longer hydralic
life. The patented swaged
barrel automatically
compresses the seals
past the barrel’s edge
during assembly for
consistent quality.

Famous for bigger, stronger and
cleaner bucket designs, Westendorf understands how to build a
bucket that lasts. A tapered,
rib-free interior empties quickly
and is reinforced externally for
added strength.
Our experience has proved the
double tapered arm is the key to
superior arm strength.

Freedom Mount
Auto-Lock Mounting System
Low-Profile Visibility
Remote Control Coupler
Flat Face Hydra-Snap
Max Tire Clearance
Performance Plus
Smart-Pac/Lineless Cylinders
Hidden Hydraulics
Arm Strength
Bucket Reputation
Solid Brackets
More Functions
Full Featured
Attachments Plus
Loader Envy

The smaller details are what
really m ake a difference for long
term reliability and performance.
Large, heavy-duty grease-fromthe-ends pins with two-sided
locks,
integrated grill guard, rotational
indicator, power-linkage, high
energy decal package, and
optional synchronizer bar are a
few.
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